“IDEAL” CAMP COUNSELOR ACTIVITY

Supplies Needed:
- Large sheet of paper for each table
- Assorted Markers or Crayons
- Easel, Pad, Markers

Directions:
- Each table must brainstorm and draw a picture representing their collective interpretation of the “IDEAL” Camp Counselor.
- No written words allowed
- Must do illustration (looking for qualities, characteristics, actions)

Debrief:
- Ask each table to select a member of the group to hold up the picture and a spokesperson from the group who will point to the picture and tell us their table’s top 3 qualities, characteristics or actions that make an “IDEAL” camp Counselor.
- Write on easel and indicate all answers that groups repeat (shows collective importance of those items)
- Ask for any additional qualities, characteristics, actions that tables think are important but nobody discussed.

**Let’s all keep this activity in mind as we head into the summer. Let’s all strive to be “IDEAL” Staff Members!!

If we can all do this, we will have an outstanding Summer and our Camp families will have tremendous confidence in all of us.